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NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS OF IMPORTANCE TO ASTROPHYSICS

John C. Browne
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Neutron reectlons of WW3rtance .0 the various stellar burning cycles are discussed. The role of Iscmwric

Ih!yela?os,
s i the ran ●d s-process Is considered for particular cases. Neutron cross section needs for the

8$b.f!Sr clocks for r,uclear cosmrochronology are discussed. Other reactions of interest
to astrophysicalprocesses are preserteG.

[Neutron Cross Sections, Stellar Processes, Nuclear Clocks]

Introductiorl

Neutron PhySiCS FM playPl a S18jOr rOle lh the
understanding of many phenomena associated with
astrophysics. Usually It is cummn to think of the
relevance of neutrons to the formation and abundar,ce
of the heavy elments via neutron capture. However,
there are other aspects which are Imortant in astro-
physical processes. In this paper, we will consider
a variety of neutron reactions which affect our under-
standing In very different ways. He will not s-
marize the dealth of neutron data that already has
been obtained which Is relevant to nuclear astro-
physics. Rather, we will concentrate on areas where
no data or discrepancies ●xist (or where the data are
of insufficient accuracy) so as to affect the ability
of the astrophysicist to use the information. In
addition, other neutron data that can be used indi-
rectly to calculate Important effects will be dls-
c,lssed.

Tl:ereader Is referred to the article of Burbldge
et all for the classic discussion of nucleosyn-
~ in A::%. Also the ar~view articles of
Barnes,2 Gibbons, . Macklln,3 and
Clayton and Unosley’1 contain very comprehensive
!nfonrration regarding nuclear cross sections of
Interest to astrophysics.

Neutron Reactions During Various Stellar
Burning bases

Recently, there has been significant development
In the detailed calculations of the evolution of
stars through their vartous hydrostatic a-idexplosive
burning cycles.5#6 Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the various stages as they progress toward
iron core collapse. The stellar burning cycles are
referred to by the mafn nuclear fuel such a hydrogen-
burnlng, heli-burning, carbon-burning, etc. For
carbon burn!ng and future cycles, there can be both
hydrostatic and explosive burning differing in temper
ature as w~as time scale. rhe neutron reactions
of Importance In each of these cycles is discussed in
the following paragraphs.

Hydrogen Burning

This phsse involves the formation of ~He via
p-p chains and the C-N-O cycle where the pre ence of
carbon, nitrcgen, and oxygen results in $He pro-
duction through a series of proton reactions. There
are no neutron reactions of significant inQortance to
this cycle.

Helim Burnina and the s-Process

After the hydrogen is exhausted In the stellar
core, contraction occurs which increases the temper-
ature to allow hydrogen burning In a shell concentric
with the predominantly helium core. Oue to the irr-
creased outward heat flux, the star expands greatly
so that the stellar surface cools and the star

Fig. 1. Schematic dla ram of the various stellar
fburning cycles progress ng from hydrogen burning to

silicon burning.

becmres a ‘red giant.” TIIU helim Ir, the core will
eventually ignite (usually “eferred to as the helium
flash) and the star enters a stage of hydrostatic
helium burning. At some point the star will consune
Its heliun in the core and form a helium burning
shell. The picture that prevails at this point Is
one of an Inert core, a concentric heliww-burning
shell surrounded by a concentric hydrogen-burnin
shell. The calculation of Schwarzchlld and Harm7
indicated that this system exhibited thermal insta-
bilities which lead to hel
Sanders,e Lllrlcho$ and lben{#’l’_s~~~ ~~;~~~~~~
how such a phenomnon may provide an ideal site for
the s-process of nucleosynthesls. Sanders ml Ulrich
argue that rnlxlngcf Protons t’rornthe hydrogen shell
Into the helium %I?ellduring the thenmal Instability
will provide a source ~f neutrons via the reactions:

IZcfp,y)l%i(lil+,v)l%;

13C(qn)160;

and

lti(P,y)17F(13+,U)170;

170(qrr)20Ne,
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,,
where the carbon and oxygen are by-products of the
?;iescellt heliun-burning. Iben argues that the

Ne(qn)2%lg reaction
‘er$$;e ,:sfo:; ,,;a~:;source of neutronz where the

following reactions:

14N(qy)l%(@,v)l%(&y)22Ne.

The 14N iS a remnant in the

hydrogen burning shell. A
2@g(y,n) reaction by Berman
a prominent resonance $n the
which was
In the 22t&/J;”3;Hct:Rve .

helium shell of the
measurement of the
et al.11 exh~blted

2~&pound system
the (y,n) threshold.
the resonance would

occur for an ‘m-particle kinetic energy (center-
of-mass) of 540 keV. This resonance could affect the
neutron production rate dramatically if Its alpha
width (r~ is significant. The most probable
Jll of this resonance was determined to be 1- by

Berman et al. This would re ire absorption of an
g = 1 ‘-a particle by ?!Ne[~+). This is a
difficult experiment because one needs good alpha-
energy resolution to observe the resonance and the
nature of the noble gas target Increases the dlf-
flculty. The p2Ne(@n) h~s been studied between
1.6 and 4.0 MeV by Ashery, 2 but there are no data
nea: this resonance. One s lution mi ht be to study

~%q(n,a)2flNe. Weigmannthe inverse reaction,
et al.13 observed a resonance at En(lab) = 62.8t3-
~n the 25Mg(n,y) reaction which corresponds
very closely in energy (corrected for kinematics) to
the resonance observed by Berman et al. If the
J~ js 1-, this corresponds to ~ neutron
capture and would require L = 1 alpha particle emi-
ssion as mentioned. Although the 2%g(n, a) reac-
tion Is a difficult experiment, if one observed res-
onant *emission, the Implications for s-process
neutron production would be very important.

There are also neutron reactions on the light
elements that affect the excess number of neutrons
available for the s-process capture on iron (and
higher A) seed nuclei. These include any neutron
reaction on the p imary nuclei producing the neu-
trons, such as ~4N, l%, 21Ne, 22Ne and the

8{;!::%$;:
of the (~n) reactions, such as
Particularly valuable would be the

!?5?:%::
neutron capture cross sections ior

.

Although the models of Sanders, Ulrich, and Iben
provide for different mechanisms and different neu-
tron sources, the cor?non feature is that the s-
process takes place during repeated neutron bursts
during these helium-shell flashes which last on the
order of 10 years followed by a long quiescent period
(w2500 years). This is ir, marked contrast with
the original Ideas of Burbldge et F1.1 which in-
dicated that the s-process took ~slowly on a
time scale of thousands of years. Figure 2 shows the
abundance (N) times capture cross section (IY)dis-
tribution for the s-process.

‘t .!is ;;g;::eds::early as 1961 by Clayton et al
iron n~clei had to be expo~o several neutron
fluxes of different strengths to account for Fig. 2.
Seeger, Fowler, and Clayton15 demonstrated that a
good fit to the N~ dlstrluution resulted from an
exponential exposure distribution. This Is con-
sistent with the helium-shell flashing hypothesis
producing an Intermittent s-process. The effects on
the s-process result frmn the d viatlon from the hy-
pothesis of Burbidge et al.? that the B-decay
lifetimes are much shor~an the mean neutron

capture time. In a :ulsed s-Process, this is no
longer true. Uard, Newnan, and ClaYton16 and Hard
and NewIan~7 discussed the effects of a pulseu
neutron flux on the s-process. If all B-decays
were much faster than the mean neutron capture time,
one could not distinguish between the different
astrophysical scenarios. But the existence of branch
points in the s-process may prov~de the information
necessary to determine whether or not the pulsed s-
process is important to the formation of the heavy
elements. It Is cl~ar from Fig. 2 that the NIJ
values orI both sides of the magic numbers near A
= 90, 140 are needed to determine the steepness of
the precipice near these magic nuclei and to the
absolute level of the No values on the plateau
regions away from the magic numbers. Neutron capture
cross sections for nuclei shielded from the r-process

!<~,li~~~o ‘~ortant if! this respect (e.g.,This is particularly true if branching
to isomeric states is involved.

An example where the branched s-process is imPor-
tant is shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that for the
constant exposure model of Burbidge et al., much

of the ‘%r would 0-decay since the 10.8 yr half-
life Is shorter than their mean capture lifetime.
However, in a::ed8&-Iro~:, 85Kr can CaPt~r~Kra
neutron to subsequently .
Since 87Kr will decay to 87Rb, the s-process
production of 87Rb clouds the picture of the use of
the 5 x 1010 yr B-decay of 87Rb to 87Sr as an

w
chronometer. The r-process chronometer

e discussed in the section on Nuclear Cosmo-
chronology. In addition to this problem, neutron
capture on 84Kr can result in the formatiOn Of the
4.5-hr first exctted state f 85Kr whose main mode

of decay is 0- decaY to #5Rb. Thiswjll affect
the neutron current tnrough 85Kr ~nto 85Rb,
a6Sr, and 87sr even if the neutron flux during

lo-1~
So so 100 120 140 60 1s0 200 220

MOSS Number

Fig, 2. The s-process abundance (Ns) times neutron
capture cross section (o) plotted as a function of
ma~s number. The precipices near A=90 and 140 are
due to the closing of the neutron shell at N=50 and
82.
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Tablo 1. 616utrmrcmptura cromm ●actiomn of SmpOrcancsto tbn 8-
pmcmaa (hT = 30 k@I) for branched ●nd unbranchad aolu-
Ciomm.

S9f. 16. bf. 17b S8u. 19e hf. 20.

11‘Cd

114’ 115Sn

136-136h

5BFa

66”%
70,72 .73ti

‘6-%9
60. e2Kr 00. S.2 ,84 ,S16Kr

‘2-wKr

99.101b

lo6-lo6pd

m-ma

lG~o

134.137M

152 ,154m

1h2-1&5Nd

152Cd
160

OY
160

w
166Er

l’%b 17on

1“-1’%f

192pt
192-195PC

19s
w

19 B-20~8

●branchcd ti-precmnm.
b

brnnch*d ●-preccmn, pulmmd-nwtron ●ourc. .
c

unbranch~d m-precemn,

‘%
64,66 .67,70zn

70,72,73ti

‘6-%
78,80,82-F14,B~,

‘Sr

%0
96-lolh

lo2,104-lo~d

lo6,10fl,lllM13u

112,1 M,115Sn

12oTa

124-136~

130,132 .135,137h

l’cvl’flc,

13%

142,10 -145Nd

152”1MEu

152Gd
156,158,160

w

162”1%r
168,17~b

‘7~’=7’-~%f

18%

1840a

190”192-195Pt
196,198-201

HS

Carbon Burnlnq

The fusion of 12C + ‘2C results when the core
remnant from helium burning contracts to produce tem-
peratures near 109K. There are many neutron reac-
tions in this cycle which affect the abundance of
nuclei between oxygen and sulfur. M n of the impor-

l~~ny)re~~j~on~e~n ‘~~~surejs
l~#f3C(n,y) and

However, many have
not b;en measured and the accu;acy of others could be
tmproved. These are llsted inlable 111.

Carbon burning can also ignite explosively21 at
temperatures near 2 x 109 K. These reactions burn
only for a fraction of a second so that an intense
bath of free neutrons can become available, This
short phase can result in the production of rare iso-
topes between sulfur and iron. Neutron seed reac-
tions of importance are also listed in Table 111. An
excellent example of a neutron measurement that dis-

affected the production of the rare isotope
%~’yw~~ made by Au~hampaugh et al.22 One chain
of reactions involved is

32S(n,y)33S(n,y)34S(n,y)35S(n,y)36S.

\

a.5m

@7sr
106

As
110U

113M

115Cd

1%
qn

%0
123~m

1277.

129Ta

14~

152EU
16%

176Lua

177Lu

1921r

1941;

Zl”ml

●table

2.4 m

24.6 ●

9 x 1015,

2.2 d

72 ●

5.1 m 1014 y

17 hr

129 d

9.4 hr

69 ■

5.4 d

13 y

27 hr

3.6 s 1010 y

6.7 d

74 d

19 hr

5d

305

3s8

110

11s

264

173

190

336

6.

23

S8

106

137

49

5

127

970

160

G 450

27o

3

4.5 hr

2.0 hr

127 y

152 d

14 :

45 d

50 d

4.5 hr

55 y

40 ●

109 d

33.5 d

41 d

9.3 hr

1.2 x 103 y

3.7 hr

161 d

240 y

o,~7 y

3xlo6y

Table 111. Nautron c.omm ●ctiorm fsportmit to thacarbon
turning cycle.

Saint ion Ralwancr

12’13C(n, T)
l“N(n, y)

lbO(n,y)

170(F,Y)
la O(!l, d

20’21Ne(n,y)
23

Sh(n, y)

24’25’26W,Y)
27

mn}y)

28”29’30Si(n,7)
31 ?(n,y)

32, J3,3~s(n,7)

33
S(n, m)

35,37CL(”,Y)

3b*38*40Ar(,,, y)

X.,38
Ar(n, p)

3b,30Ar[n,a)

39 K(n,y)
40,42,43,44,46,4S Ca(n, y)

4oca(n, p)

4e,49!50ri(n,, )

%(n.y)

3

1

3

1

1

3

1

3

2

4

t

1 - hydrostatic burnims
2 - UP1OSIWQ bu?nins
3 = hydroatarlc ●id uplmiw burnlns
4 - ●med reaction far ●bundancr of nuclrl balou iron.\

(n,a)
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3. Diagram of the branched s-process at
;$; . The 10.8-yr ground state Of %r Carl
;&r8h:deCay to 8~b or capture a neutron to

The 4.5-rein first excited state can
only 8-eec;Y to 85KF.

the s-process path 1S very high. Therefore, it ~uld
be very valuable to hav the neutron capture cross
sections for 84Kr and ~%r, but also he branch-

&on ~d~r to theIng ratio for 3D-keV neutron captur
g.s. and the first ●xcited state of Kr to &.cennlne
how Inportant the various branches are In the s-process.

Figure 4
ductlon of ‘ !I:feren:;:tll!~ ,,j:, ll%i~~ ‘~~eth~opr~~
s-process branch ;t
first excited “.iate of !’i3c;f,:h;o;$;:::9n

M::t’y ll~~n,3c~## rf’#~~~a~W~Fp~$uced i’n the
s-pro~ess in mounts which are a large frdction of
their solar-system abundance. At this branch point,

~!5C~eut?%~ptu{T5<~ ss~~~ctl?!~n‘k~r~ 3~Jj~! ‘~~
reduc~ the s~nsltlvit~ of the branrh calculations.
Also, the branching ratio for 30-keV neutro
to 270-keV state canpared to the g.s. frr M::t:r;
would provide valuable data to asess its Importance.

Figure 5 shows a similar branch point at
151Sm, Since the 90-yr 1515m can either

the amount of $l&2G~ f~~d in~~ ~-#.:es;n~j\~$
l?-deCdy or cap re 3 neutron in a pulsed s-process,

dependent on this branch.
are shielded from the r-process and therefore provide
a constraint on the lower bound of the man s-Process

of ~52Gd. Neutron Capture on~51Eu _
;eut on flux so that there is n t an over reduction

the population of either the 1 -yr g.s. of
the 9-hr first excit d state both of which can decay

&to either 152Gd or 1 Sm. However, If the

“’’sed.S-w;y ::;tz::;:U;! a%ut%”%l M
;~m~s ~2Gd. The cross sections which would pro-
vide valuable information on the a s lute level of
the ON curve beyond the s-only %iii_and 15%m
are th kT ■ 30
for l!2Gd and %&d as

neutron capture cross sections

YJ!Euastot~e ~~~h~~~
f Irst excited state of ~52Eu.
ratio for 30-keV capt re on

The region near 176LU is another
{#:;ta::

exanple of s-process branching.
W;:shielded fran the r-process by

x 1010 yr half-life for B-decay of ‘ l;6~u 3;:
176iif can be used as a purely s- r cess chron-
ometer. However, neutron capture-on ~7~Lu can lead
either to ~roductlon of the 127-keV first excited
state of 1 6Lu whose 8-decay half-llfe is 3.7 hrs
or the 3.6 x 10IOyr g.s. Depen ing on the branch-

l!’6Hf will canpete
‘“9 ‘at’o’ ‘ast 0-dec%7i;u.wlih neutron capture on Som of the rel-
●vant neutro data has been obtained recently by Beer

1and Kappeler 8 and will be discussed in the section
on Nuclear Cosnmchronology.

There are other branch points to be studied which
can be iwortant under the hypothesis of a pulsed
s-process. A sunmw’y of neutron capture cross sec-
tions relevant to both the branched and unbranched
s-process solutions IS listed in Table I. Although
many nuclei are listed, there are clearly several
iwortant cases in ccsmnon. Table II lists nuclei for
which the kT ■ 30 keV branching ratios to the ground
and isomeric states would be valuable to these
studies. There are virtually no data for these cases.

I I I I I

\iY~m5“ Diagram of the
The branches at !$’!~~hedan~-p!!;~~s~~.

affect the amount of 152GJ produced in the s-proc-

that the lo~ abundance ~5%id is not overproduced.
ess. This puts restric i ns on the s-process flux so

4



The 33S(n,
t

reaction can therefore reduce the
amount of 3 S formed In an explosive process. The
cross section had been estimated ~~iginally via
optical-model calculations by Truran.
of hfs calculation was overproduction of

T~6Sr~;l:

factor of 10. The measurements of 33S(n,~)
and 33S(n,y) by Auchanpaugh et al.22 reduced
this factor to 2.5. Further measurements along this
chain and other chains will help to clarify the
production of rare nuclei in explosive carbon burning.

Oxygen Burninq

Fusion of oxygen can occur in a similar manner to
the carbon cycle, but at a temperature near 2.5
X 109K. However, this cycle does not last long.
There are several neutron reactions in the
“hydrostatic” burning phase that are inportant in
determining the evolution of the stellar composi-
tion. T90se parasitic neutron capture reactions that
affect the excess number of neutrons can influence
the future composition. Tbase of importance are
listed in Table IV and include
capture cross sections for 27A), ~?~~’~n~’~~! neutron.

Oxygen will burn explosively near 4 x 109 K

~!~n~~ reaction
of the main burning reactions being the

. Similar to the explosive
carbon burning phase, there will be an int nse bath

~8s4 and
~lFe.

neutrons producing nuclei between
Neutron reactions important to such syn-

thesis are listed in Tables IIJ and IV.

Silicon Burninq

After the depletion of oxygen, a very short-lived
stage of silicon burning will produce nuclei up to
iron. Explosive silicon burning can alsa occur under
certain conditions in ejected debris. Som~~{n,$:
main reacti-lflsincudeneutron bur~fi~(n,~.
2CYe(n,4, and
actions on nuclei between $’herandne$t;~~ wfi~
affect the production of isotopes below iron and any
neutron data would be welcome. This is oarticularlv
true where little information exists such-as for th~
isotopes of chlorine, potassium, and argon
Tables 111 and IV).

Supernovae - r Process

It is during a supernovae explosion, when
density of neutrons is extremely high, that
r-process is believed to occur, Multiple-neul
capture forms nuclei far from the line of

see

the
the
ron
B-

stability which eventually B-decay back toward this
regfon. Neutron capture cross sections do not
directly affect the r-process abundances because tne
captures occur much faster (% I s) than S-
decays. Thus, there will be considerable smoothing
of the final abundances by the nature of the multiple
B-decays, many of which involve neutron emission.
However, neutron cross sections are Indirectly impor-
tant for detennintng the r-process abundances in the
following way. There are nuclei which can be formed
only in the s-process and those which can be formed
only in the r-process. The caw.s that can be form~d
in bcth require a knowledge oi the s-process abun-
dance, Ns, to extract the r-process portion, Nr,
from the solar abundance, N. Improvements in the
Nso curve in Fig. 2 ;::::fore permit better
determinations of Nr. improvements will
result from better neutron data near the precipices
In Fig. 2 and cross secti s on the lateaus for

lMBa and l~6Ba, 16~Dy,
!’;~~~~a~~~~~r~~~~te~s in Table I.

Zucctorl nmlevancm

lbo(rl,a) 1,2

‘%(rl, rl) z

%(. O.) a

27At(n,Y) 3

2S,29,306i(m,y) &

‘+(n.Y) 3

32”33S(n.y) 3.4
33*(m,o) 4

36Ar(n,y)

‘“ti(n,y)
50

Cr(rl,-f)

‘Fc(n,y) I
l= UPIOmiV@ OXVVn burrdq
2=aP10alv0 ● ilicon burrri~
3-hydromtat?.c OXYBM burm”ha
4-mwd rmaccloa. for ●bwdwwe of nuclal blow iron

Nuclear Cosmochronology

The relative abundance of radioactive nuclei can
be used to determine the ttme scale for nucleosyn-
thesis. Probably the best known of these is the
uranium-thorium dating which was extensively oevel-
oped by Fouler and Hoyle24 to determine the

duraticm of r-process nucleosynthesis (A) in our
galaxy. The best current value ba;ed on this chron-
ometer assuming an exponential distribution of super-b
nova events tryour galaxy is A = ‘:2 x 10 Yr.

However, there are other chronometers wit which

the U-Th clock can be com ared.
E

The most p? nisirg
of these is the 187Re-1 713s chronometer J J osed

by Clayton25 which involves the 4.5 x Iui8

6-decay of 187Re. Figure 6 shoxs the s- and ;:
proces paths in the vicinity of Re and 0s.

1860s

ana 1&70s are shielded from the r-prOCeSS and the
s-process is unbranched in this region so that we can
write

N186U186 = N18727187

wh~e N refers to the isotopic abundance and o Is
the Maxwellian-averaged cross section for kT % 30 -
keV (7 x 10B K) appropriate f~r the site 07 the
s-process. The abundance of 18 0s that is found in
meteorites is then a composite of s-pr,zcessmaterial
and radiogenic material. ‘ne can ‘;::’”a;:::n:bt!~!R:ratio of radiogenic 1870s to
that dep~ads on the ratio of the kT = 30keV
M xwellian-av rage neutron capture cross sections for

%l&s and 1 70s. U:.ing this cross section :atio
and the half-life f]r B-decay, one can obtain a

However, nature is never that kind.
~~~~ ;~~ $ excited state at 9.8 keV which clearly
can be populated in a stellar interior. One there-

fore needs the ratio of the neutron capture cross
sections for a stellar environment or alterrlatiyely
the neutron capture cross s::;:o:y for the first
excited state of 1870s. and Fowler26
defined a correction factor, f, as

f=[@(186)/aLAB(186)]/[&(187) /o’ab(187)lt

5



where the asterisk (m! refers to stellar environment
cross sections. Their Hauser-Feshbach calculation
yielded a value of f ■ 0.83. The same calculations

~~;$tint~~}~~~~~u~’n~: :;o;:’~”~~he, ‘~f~;;:
~g~surement by Hinters et al.27 of the

Os(n,n’) cross section is~ntially smaller
(< 250mb). The use of 18;Re-1870s depends

w
on both the 1860s/1870s cross seckion

the correction factor, f. Calculating the
duration of r-process nucleosynthesis (A) using the

and “alperin~~d Ho:l:nfor U-Th, blin~~~:same model as Fowler
Macklin from their
and 18~0s capture data a value of A = 10.3~2.5
x 109 yr for f = 0.83. The above (n,n’) measure-
ment would imply that f is closer to 1 0 in which
case one would calculate A % 8 x 10$ yr which
agrees incredibly well with the U-Th method. It
should be noted that earlier measurements of

*:::) 0(’87) ‘ePorted by ‘rowne andwere found to have a systematic error in
the 0C(186) cross section. Correction ~f thc~r
results leads to a value of A = 11:3 x 10 yr for
f = 0.B3 and A ■8.7+3 x 10g yr for f = 1.0. It
is clear that one %ay have c ncordance of the
r-process chronometers, 187Re.18!Os and U-Th, if
further measurements and calculations can improve our
knowledge of the correction factor f. In addition,
the half-life of 187Re has a large uncertainty at
this point and an improved accuracY iS critical to
use of this chronometer.

Another r-process chronometer that POS ibly could
be us d in a similar manner to 3187R&180s is the
87R@$Sr clock. which involves a half-life for
&decay of 4.8 x 101O yr. In this case, the
half-life is well measured and one does not have the
problem of excited state cross sections. However, in

case of Re-Os, the radiogenic camponent of
11$0s relative to total 18705 is large and the

m equality is a good approximation. In the case
of Rb-Sr, the radiogenic enrichment of 87Sr is only
on the order of 10%. Also, as can be seen in Fig. 2,
m is decreasing in this mass region as the N = 50
neutron shell is approached. To use this chron-
ometer, therefore, wI1l require very accurate neutron

1°s”41l“-”’’”

capture cross section measurements (< 5%) over the
energy range 1 to 200 keV to determine the tempera-
ture sensitivity of the MaxwellIan-averaged cross
sect~ons. Even If this is possible, we noted in the
earlier discussion of s-process branching that it is
possible to produce an s-Process component of 87Rb
in a pulsed s-process environment. If sizabie, this
would increase the difficulty of using this chron-
ometer. An accurate determination of the capture
cross sections of 86Sr and 87Sr as well as any
cross sections that affect the s-process path in this
region would be valuable.

‘The 8-decay of 176Lu (3.6 x 101O” yr half-
life) can be used as an s-process chronomet r because
it is shielded from the r-process by l~6yb, As
mentioned earlier, the use of this chronometer is
affected by s-process branching. 175Lu can capture

~TbLu or the 3.7-hr first excited state. A know-
neutron to form either the long-lived g.s. of

ledge of this branchlna ratio for kT = 30 keV is
required to use this chronometer. Such a measur:rant
by Beer and Kappelerle is reported at thi~ con-
ference. If they use the same exponential model for
s-process nucleosynthesis, Beer and Kappeler obtain a
value for the duration of s-process nucleosynthesis
hhich is consistent with the Re-Os a~d U-Th r-process
ages. Improvements could be made for this chron-
ometer if the kT = 30-keV v. de of the neutron total
capture cross section for 175Lu were improved. The -
current values are 1460+110 mb f?om Ref. 30 and
1260+190 from Ref. 31. T~e reader is referred to the
arti~le by Beer and Kappeler for more details.

Solar Physics

It was proposed by Kuroda29 in 1971 that it may
be possible to determine the temperature of the sun
shortly after formation from the difference in iso-
topic compositions of terr~strial and ext_.2ter-
.estri~l xenon. His analysis of xenon isotope ratio
data for carbonaceous chrondrite meteorites, lunar
soil samples, and atmospheric samples indicated that
xenon found in lunar soil is likely to represent the
isotopic composition of almost pure solar xenon.
Atmospheric xenon appeared to have the least solar
xenon with meteoritic xi=nonfalling in between. He
speculated that the solar xenon was transported to
the earth, moon, and meteorites via the solar wind

in the history of the solar system. The excess
~~r1~28Xe in lunar soil can,2~; explained33 by

f~fl~c:: neutron capture on The excess of

ture on 13&a ‘~~~if’~~T$y ~~’!;~w~a;y ‘!~~ro;e;;~;
capture measurements of

!$fi~eand 132Xe can only
and Benrran.34s35

However, the excesses at
b explained by neutron capture on 12yXe anl
l$lxe, Kuroda concludes that neutron capture
occurred on these isotopes in the interior of our sun
during the deuterium-hln”ningphase. The ratio of the

‘:~O~~b~~~ee~~p~r~~~~~Ons Ca be ‘elated to the

neutron capture cross
e and f32Xe and yield the

at which the reactions
occurr d.

5
From this, he concludes that the

O(d,n) t!e reaction is the probable source of the
n ti>ns. However, it is necessary to measure the
1!8, 31Xe(n,y) cross sections from 100 eV to 100
keV to provide the information needed to check his
hypothesis that tht temperature obtained is that of
the core of the sun shortly after its birth.

Fig. 6. The s-process path In the vicinity of the Re
and 0s isotopes. Both 18bs and 1870s are shiel-
ded from th r-process and hence are pure s-process
nuclei. 18?Re iS an r-p~ocess nucleus hence its
B-ciecaycan be used as a chronometer.

6
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Nuclear astrophysics poses a vmderful challenge

to t~ neutron physicist, experinn?ntalistand theo-
rist alike. As was seen, vhare Is a need for a large
quantity of data across the perloc!ictable. ?here
are neutron measurm!nts needed on abundant nuclei
whicfiuill be difficult because of the small cross
sections Involved. There are some nhere the cross
sections are large, but the Isotopic abundance is
smal1. There arm S- measurements which require new
and smre sensltlve techniques, e.g., capture cross
sections on the noble gases and Isomerlc branching
ratios for kT ■ 30 keV.

This paper cannot possibly point out all the
areas that neutron physics is of Interest to astro-
ph:.%icsm Indeed, the needs will continually change
as lwrov~nts are made in models of nucleosyn-
th~$is. Perhaps the best statmnent that can be made
is that any high-quallty neutrcm measurement will be
of Interest to the astrophysicist. Same directly
becaus~ of their bearing on a speclflc problem.
Others will be cnly Indirectly of interest to check
calculations or sanl-empirical estimates for cross
sections that cannot be measured In the laboratory.
In the smna manner, improvements in nuclear nmdellng
techniques, such as better calculations of level den-
SltleS and gamna-ray strength functions, will allow
the astrophysicist to obtain more accurate data to
check various theories.
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